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O'Dell
www.phonyveterans.com, 17 Dec 2000 [cached]

Jewish Defense League

Marc S. O'Dell

The SealCo , Inc.
Navy's SEALs and Army's Special Forces
Doctor

Even for those of us who come in contact with the
lowest of one cell animals, this PHONY VETERAN is
especially despicable!
Marc S. O'Dell hails from Partlow, Virginia.He is
between 45 and 49 years old depending on which date
of Birth he uses.Among his lies, he claims to have seen
action in Vietnam, South America, and Desert Storm
(including Special Ops in the sewers of Kuwait).He has
told numerous people including ex wives, that he was a
United States Navy SEAL.
...
A quick check with Retired Navy SEAL Captain Larry
Bailey and noted Phony SEAL Buster Steve Waterman
confirmed that Marc S. O'Dell is not now and has never
been a United States Navy SEAL.
...
We are now aware of no less than six marriages for
O'Dell.We don't currently know how many were legal,
but were working on it.
We have Marc S. O'Dell's Social Security Number, Date
and Place of Birth.We have filed a FOIA request for this
Military Service Records.
We have just started to work this case.
...
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We have just received confirmation that Marc S. O'Dell
was turned into the FBI and convicted of stealing while
in the Navy Reserves.He received a DISHONORABLE
DISCHARGED in 1993.Now, why am I not
surprised?!This PHONY VETERAN's lack of honesty
and character runs deep.
UPDATE: June 11, 2000.We have just confirmed that
another means of support for Marc S. O'Dell's is
derived from telling hard luck sob stories to Women,
obtaining "loans" and never repaying them.He bilked
his MotherinLaw out of $6,000 in May 25, 1999, to
keep from being arrested for nonpayment of child
support, with the promise to repay it by August 15,
1999.He has made no attempt to repay this
"loan".Surprised?!
UPDATE: June 12, 2000.Marc S. O'Dell is using the
following aliases, Marc Dell, Marc O. Dell, Mark Dell,
Steven O'Dell, Steven Dell, Rick Stevens, and Steve or
Steven Kuterbach.
...
This just in from Marc S. O'Dell.
...
Marc S. O'Dell 8044482307 5405386089 (but you
guys have these already, don't you?)

The above email is classic Wannabe material.First, we
never confront an individual on the bases of one
person's testimony.
...
We expect more to surface as word gets out about
Marc S. O'Dell.
The "I worked with them" ploy is a common method of a
Wannabe trying to distance himself from his/her
lies.This allows the Wannabe to later open the door to
the "MISUNDERSTANDING" explanation for his/her
being confronted with their misrepresentations.
Finally, there is the Law Suit and Legal Action
threat.95% of the Wannabes we expose threaten us
with Legal Action.However, none of them SUE!
...
Mr. Marc S. O'Dell will have more fame than his low
life, Scum Sucking Phony Veteran activities could every
bring him!
We are currently working in an attempt to have FOX
News, and other News Media, do a National expose'
on Mr. Marc S. O'Dell.
Yet more lies have surfaced.Mr. Marc S. O'Dell has told
people that he was a Force Recon Marine and
accomplished Sniper, 2nd in the number of confirmed
kills in Vietnam, and that he worked covert operations
in Vietnam and was a CIA assassin.Ya, right!
UPDATE: June 13, 2000.The following Photograph just
in.This is our "Boy", Marc S. O'Dell, who said he only
told people that he occasionally "WORKED" with the
United States Navy SEALs.In this photograph, Marc S.
O'Dell is standing in front of his Van.The licenses plate
clearly says, "SEAL DOC".Now, I am not an
astrophysicists, but this seems to indicate that the "Boy"
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is trying to give each and every civilian he passes on
the Road, the impression that he is/was a "SEAL"
Doctor or "SEAL" Medic.Marc S. O'Dell is a liar, a Fake
and a Fraud.

Following is a Photograph of a Motorcycle License
Plate Marc S. O'Dell left as a memento to a Woman he
coned out of some $200,000.00 +. Women are funny
about holding on to little keepsakes from loved ones.
...
Na, I believe the facts are that Marc S. O'Dell is a lying,
scum sucking, bottom feeding, egg sucking, Lizard!
Any of you Veterans out in the Partlow, Fredericksburg
or Richmond Virginia areas, who have "ANY"
information about this PHONY VETERAN, please
forward it ASAP!
UPDATE: June 16, 2000.Just in is a copy of the
Newspaper Article that appeared in the Fredericksburg
Free Lance Star, dated March 18, 1993.This Article
details Marc S. O'Dell's indictment for theft of Military
Property.He was later convicted.
...
Note: Marc S. O'Dell may have had the Dishonorable
Discharge changed to a "General" Discharge.Click
here to view the Article.
After reading this Article, something should strike you
as a reoccurring theme with Marc S. O'Dell.In the
Article the neighbor told authorities that O'Dell claimed
his Military Supervisor approved his taking the
Jeeps.That is clearly a lie!And, that is the point, Marc S.
O'Dell is a liar AND a thief!
A year after his conviction, Marc S. O'Dell writes his
Congressmen opposing a proposed Gun Control
Measure.What is amazing in this situation is not the fact
that as a convicted Felon, Marc S. O'Dell can not
legally own a gun, rather the fact that O'Dell writes his
Congressman using the name, "Dr.Marc O'Dell"!!Click
here to view the letter.
Are you surprised that when Marc S. O'Dell decides he
wants to be a "DOCTOR" he, what else, LIES!Just like
he Lied about being a Navy SEAL and FBI Secret
Agent and all the many other Lies he tells.Well, Dr.
Marc S. O'Dell, welcome to the Wannabe PHONY
VETERAN's Page!!Welcome Home!!
UPDATE: June 26, 2000.A Nationally known and
experienced Reporter for a major National Newspaper
has agreed to investigate Marc S. O'Dell and publish
an article about his misrepresenting his Military Service
History as part of his predatory activities on
Woman.More information will be provided as the Article
nears completion and publication.
MORE NEWS!!Below is a Photograph of Marc S. O'Dell
posing proudly beside his New PickemUp Truck.This
is a fine Truck and anyone would be proud to own
it.However, wait until you discover how this PHONY
VETERAN got it!
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...
As the Bosnia situation was heating up, Marc S. O'Dell
had ingrained himself to yet another Woman.This was
around November 1998 to December 1998.This
Woman believed she was involved with a Man who
would most likely be her Life Partner.O'Dell told her
that he would probably be called back into the Navy
because of his unique Medical Skills as a United States
Navy SEAL.He told the Woman that he would have to
leave his young children behind.O'Dell told the Woman
that unless he had a "CRITICAL" Civilian Job, he would
have to go.
The Woman, who I will call Ann, believed she was
working on building a future with O'Dell.And, she, like
most Women, was totally uninformed about Military
matters.Fist, O'Dell convinced Ann to bail him out of his
back Child Support to the tune of $15,000.Then, O'Dell
told Ann that the Military considered "Truck Drivers" as
a "CRITICAL" occupation.Shortly after he got the
$15,000.00, O'Dell began pushing the "Critical"
Occupation story again, and finally Ann bought him a
New $40,000 Dodge Ram Truck.
Part of O'Dell's persuasion was the fact that his young
Children would suffer if he had to go back on Active
Duty.O'Dell once again leveraged his Children in order
to Scam and Con a Woman out of her money.The day
after Ann provided the $40,000 for the Truck, unknown
to her, Marc S. O'Dell married another
Woman!Needless to say, Ann was not invited to the
reception.
Marc S. O'Dell told Ann he needed to put the final
touches on his "Truck Driving" and Horse Hauling
Business, he needed another $25,000 to purchase a
Horse Trailer.In exchange for the Truck and Trailer,
Marc S. O'Dell promised to pay the monthly payments
on the loans.The total was $1,300.00 a month.Of
course, O'Dell never made one payment!!
Marc S. O'Dell continued to "lean" on Ann for money to
avoid all sorts of emergencies that arose
constantly.However, Ann had grown suspicious at
last.Once the money dried up, Marc S. O'Dell grew
more distant until he stopped contacting Ann
altogether.
Marc S. O'Dell still has the $15,000 loan to pay his
back child support.He still has the $40,000 Truck and
the $25,000 Horse Trailer.Ann still has the "LOANS"
and is facing Bankruptcy!!
Yes, Marc S. O'Dell, you are quite a War Hero alright!!
UPDATE: June 27, 2000.The hits just keep coming with
t
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